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Chapter 1 : Frank Lloyd Wright merged eastern and western architecture at Tokyo's Imperial Hotel - Info W
The second Imperial Hotel was built from , and officially opened on 1 September This hotel was the best-known of Frank
Lloyd Wright's buildings in Japan.

Postwar occupation era shopping. Occupation personnel in the acquisitioned postwar Imperial. A postwar
dance party. Note the orchestra on the Mezzanine. Marilyn Monroe greets crowds from her room in the hotel,
Menu from s shows Zeppelin arriving in Japan, in Ukiyoe style. Menu from rooftop cinema cafe. Wright
motifs adorn menu A menu cover from a hotel dining room. A menu from The Prunier seafood specialty
restaurant. The Grill Room featured steaks and meats. Matches and soaps from the Imperial Hotel. Wright
returned to Japan in and construction started in November of Over drawings were said to have been created
for the project. Slabs of Oya stone ready to be put in place. A new star in central Tokyo, circa The carpeted
main entrance and stairs to the lobby and front desk. After the shadows of wartime, postwar celebrations. A
menu from the Wright Imperial. The unusual architectural history of this landmark Tokyo hotel is for our
guests and visitors to savor throughout their stays with us. Accommodations in the crisply renovated Tower,
for example, incorporate numerous original artwork inspired by Frank Lloyd Wright. A patrician salute to our
architectural heritage of Frank Lloyd Wright, with fascinating motifs from the Imperial, and masterfully
concocted spirits from around the world, the Old Imperial Bar is our main bar and a beloved Tokyo institution.
To the right, an original fresco now in the Bar. Wright himself designed almost everything is his magnificent
masterpiece, including the whimsical dinnerware patterns for the dishes used in the ballrooms and restaurants.
The unusual architectural history of this landmark Tokyo hotel is for our guests and visitors to savor
throughout their stays with us Accommodations in the crisply renovated Tower, for example, incorporate
numerous original artwork inspired by Frank Lloyd Wright.
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Chapter 2 : Frank Lloyd Wright - Wikipedia
The Imperial Hotel is the most well-known of the 14 buildings that Frank Lloyd Wright designed for Japan - the only
country outside of America where he lived and worked.

There were initially 21 investors, with the largest Site preparation for the hotel started in July , and
construction began in the fall of that year. On 7 July the name was changed to Imperial Hotel Ltd. A group of
German architects visited Japan and made some preliminary drawings. In , a group of 20 Japanese were sent to
Germany for training. Eventually, Yuzuru Watanabe would be picked to design the room hotel, which would
also be known as "Watanabe House". He also added rooms under the eaves to accommodate more guests.
After a week of preparations, the House of Peers reconvened in the ballroom of the Imperial Hotel, where they
would meet until March 1. Even after the U. It was not until the start of the Russo-Japanese War in that the
hotel was regularly filled to capacity. In a room annex was built and the Hotel Metropole in Tsukiji was
purchased to increase capacity, allowing the hotel to serve up to resident guests and seat up to for dinner and
banquets. The Metropole was torn down in , as planning began for a new building to be completed by The fire
broke out during the day, with a full staff on hand and most of the guests out at an Imperial garden party. No
lives were lost, but business at the hotel stopped until the South wing of the new hotel could be opened. The
second Imperial Hotel was built from â€”, and officially opened on 1 September It was designed roughly in
the shape of its own logo, with the guest room wings forming the letter "H", while the public rooms were in a
smaller but taller central wing shaped like the letter "I" that cut through the middle of the "H". Gookin, a
fellow collector of Japanese art. By , Wright was corresponding directly with Hayashi, but the death of
Emperor Meiji put a hold on discussions. During his stay, Wright examined the site and drew some
preliminary plans. He returned to the United States in May confident that he would get the commission.
Hayashi and his companions were back in Japan by mid-April, and the board had approved the plans in time
for Wright to sail for Japan on 28 December Wright was back at Taliesin by mid-May. Initial working
drawings were all done at Taliesin, and Wright would not return to Japan until 17 November to supervise the
start of construction. While many buildings in the area were destroyed and the remains of the first Imperial
Hotel were toppled, the hotel itselfâ€”while shakenâ€”stood completely undamaged. At this point, estimates
were that it would only take about 6 weeks to complete the hotel, and since the South wing was a mirror image
of the North, Wright decided that he could leave the completion to be supervised by Arato Endo. Wright left
Japan on 22 July , never to return. The hotel took another 11 months to complete, and officially opened in
June Over drawings were created for this project. It incorporates a tall, pyramid-like structure , and also
loosely copies Maya motifs in its decorations. The main building materials are poured concrete , concrete
block, and carved oya stone. The visual effect of the hotel was stunning and dramatic, though not unique; in
recent years, architectural historians[ who? A telegram from Baron Kihachiro Okura reported the following: In
reality, the building had been damaged; the central section slumped, several floors bulged, [17] four pieces of
stonework fell to the ground, [18] fans fell from the balcony, and electric ranges in the kitchen were toppled,
starting a kitchen fire that was fairly quickly extinguished. On the insurance company damage scale 1â€”5 , it
was in the second best light damage category. This was accomplished by making it shallow, with broad
footings. However, this proved an inadequate support and did not prevent the building from sinking into the
mud to such an extent that it had to be demolished decades later. The Grill Room, as well as some exterior
space behind the hotel, was allocated to storage of relief supplies. The front entrance to the new South wing
was given over for use by public utilities, and the press was given the banquet hall entrance and the
promenade leading to the banquet hall. Until electric and water were restored, cooking was done outside, first
on campfires, then on charcoal grills. For the first four days after the earthquake, the hotel fed all comers for
free, up to 2, people twice daily. After that, the hotel charged only cost until the emergency was over.
Electricity was restored to the hotel in September 4, and water on September 5. Relief supplies from other
countries started arriving in Tokyo, and to the hotel, on September 3 with the arrival of the destroyer USS
Stewart. The design was inspired by the Imperial Hotel. With only rooms, the hotel was no longer financially
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viable. World War II intervened to cancel the Olympics and save the hotel from the wrecking ball. The hotel
asked Wright to come back and design the repairs to the hotel, but Wright refused. The hotel was
commandeered for a period by the Allied occupation forces and managed by the U. Malcolm Morris, from to ,
and some of the damage was repaired during this time. The same applied to the Imperial Household Agency,
ending the financial involvement of the Imperial family in the hotel. As the guest wings of the Wright building
were only three stories tall, it actually had relatively few guest rooms. Construction for a second annex of
guest rooms started on 17 November , with the annex opening in June In a controversial decision, it was
decided in to demolish the old hotel and replace it with a high-rise structure. The second Imperial Hotel was
closed on 15 November , and demolition started shortly after. Demolition of the hotel was completed and
materials stored at Meiji-mura by March A site for the reconstruction was chosen in February , and exterior
reconstruction started in March, taking 6 years to complete. Interior reconstruction started in November after a
7-year pause, and was completed in October , more than 17 years after the demolition.
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Chapter 3 : Imperial Hotel - Frank Lloyd Wright - Great Buildings Architecture
Wright's dramatic Mayan Revival-style Imperial Hotel survived two events that flattened large portions of Tokyo: 's Great
KantÅ• Earthquake and the American bombing of the city during.

Street entrance, The Imperial Hotel, c. Peacock Alley, Imperial Hotel Map: When a Tokyo old-timer recalls
the Imperial Hotel [Teikoku Hoteru], they are, no doubt, remembering the luxury establishment that welcomed
dignitaries and well-heeled visitors to Tokyo between , and which was known for two things: So
highly-regarded was the Imperial that it was used after World War II which it survived unscathed as billeting
during the Occupation of Japan for none but the most senior SCAP and Allied military personnel, and the
leagues of Washington bureaucrats who paid the Japanese capital a visit. Upper terrace, Imperial Hotel, c.
Stewart, Interior stonework, Imperial Hotel, c. Exterior stonework, Imperial Hotel, c. It is not difficult to
recognize the genius which conceived such a poem in stone and brick, and due praise must be spontaneously
offered to the brilliant engineering talent which adhered to strictly straight lines and flat arches throughout the
entire building. Imperial Hotel, front view, c. Inner garden, Imperial Hotel, Tokyo, c. Imperial Hotel, front
entry, c. Imperial Hotel, rear entrance, c. Imperial Hotel, lobby, c. Imperial Hotel, Cafe Terrace, c. Imperial
Hotel, Phoenix Room, c. Imperial Hotel Theater, c. Imperial Hotel, restaurants, c. Inner courtyard and pond,
Imperial Hotel, By and large, though, the Wright-designed Imperial would eventually be considered by the
post-war traveler to be dark and musty, and its un-airconditioned rooms too small. Magazine advertisement
announcing the opening of the present-day Imperial Hotel, on March, 10, Finally, in , the Wright masterpiece
was demolished and replaced by a gleaming, ultra-modern four-star edifice. Even though the Wright-designed
Imperial was not a product of the Meiji era â€” as the first Imperial most certainly was â€” it came to
symbolize for many people â€” Japanese and gaijin alike â€” the great degree to which Tokyo had matured
during its first hundred years into a grand, majestic and, yes, a most civilized world city. Wrightian
Architectural Archives Japan. Consider clicking an ad from time to time.
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Chapter 4 : Imperial Hotel (). | Old Tokyo
The expansion of Tokyo's Imperial Hotel was meant to signal Japan's modernity by displaying its ties to the West. To
that end, Wright was hired to create a hybrid of Japanese and Western architecture.

His father, William Cary Wright â€” , [2] was an orator, music teacher, occasional lawyer, and itinerant
minister. The blocks, known as Froebel Gifts , were the foundation of his innovative kindergarten curriculum.
Anna, a trained teacher, was excited by the program and bought a set with which young Wright spent much
time playing. The blocks in the set were geometrically shaped and could be assembled in various
combinations to form three-dimensional compositions. In his autobiography, Wright described the influence of
these exercises on his approach to design: The Wright family struggled financially in Weymouth and returned
to Spring Green, where the supportive Lloyd Jones clan could help William find employment. They settled in
Madison , where William taught music lessons and served as the secretary to the newly formed Unitarian
society. Although William was a distant parent, he shared his love of music, especially the works of Johann
Sebastian Bach , with his children. Soon after Wright turned 14, his parents separated. The divorce was
finalized in after William sued Anna for lack of physical affection. William left Wisconsin after the divorce,
and Wright claimed he never saw his father again. Education â€” [ edit ] Wright attended Madison High
School, it is unknown if he graduated. While there, Wright joined Phi Delta Theta fraternity , [7] took classes
part-time for two semesters, and worked with Allan D. Conover, a professor of civil engineering. As a result
of the devastating Great Chicago Fire of and a population boom, new development was plentifcity. Wright
later recalled that while his first impressions of Chicago were that of grimy neighborhoods, crowded streets,
and disappointing architecture, he was determined to find work. Within days, and after interviews with several
prominent firms, he was hired as a draftsman with the architectural firm of Joseph Lyman Silsbee. Maher , and
George G. Wright soon befriended Corwin, with whom he lived until he found a permanent home. However,
Wright soon realized that he was not ready to handle building design by himself; he left his new job to return
to Joseph Silsbeeâ€”this time with a raise in salary. For that matter, Sullivan showed very little respect for his
employees, as well. Wright later engaged Mueller to build several of his public and commercial buildings
between and The two had met around a year earlier during activities at All Souls Church. Sullivan did his part
to facilitate the financial success of the young couple by granting Wright a five-year employment contract.
Wright made one more request: The existing Gothic Revival house was given to his mother, while a compact
shingle style house was built alongside for Wright and Catherine. Wright admitted that his poor finances were
likely due to his expensive tastes in wardrobe and vehicles, and the extra luxuries he designed into his house.
To supplement his income and repay his debts, Wright accepted independent commissions for at least nine
houses. These "bootlegged" houses, as he later called them, were conservatively designed in variations of the
fashionable Queen Anne and Colonial Revival styles. Nevertheless, unlike the prevailing architecture of the
period, each house emphasized simple geometric massing and contained features such as bands of horizontal
windows, occasional cantilevers , and open floor plans, which would become hallmarks of his later work.
Sullivan knew nothing of the independent works until , when he recognized that one of the houses was
unmistakably a Frank Lloyd Wright design. In An Autobiography, Wright claimed that he was unaware that
his side ventures were a breach of his contract. When Sullivan learned of them, he was angered and offended;
he prohibited any further outside commissions and refused to issue Wright the deed to his Oak Park house
until after he completed his five years. Wright could not bear the new hostility from his master and thought the
situation was unjust. Tafel also recounted that Wright had Cecil Corwin sign several of the bootleg jobs,
indicating that Wright was aware of their illegal nature. Although Cecil Corwin followed Wright and set up
his architecture practice in the same office, the two worked independently and did not consider themselves
partners. The loft space was shared with Robert C. Mahony, the third woman to be licensed as an architect in
Illinois and one of the first licensed female architects in the U. His first independent commission, the Winslow
House , combined Sullivanesque ornamentation with the emphasis on simple geometry and horizontal lines.
For his more conservative clients, Wright designed more traditional dwellings. In spite of guaranteed success
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and support of his family, Wright declined the offer. The birth of three more children prompted Wright to
sacrifice his original home studio space for additional bedrooms and necessitated his design and construction
of an expansive studio addition to the north of the main house. As his son John Lloyd Wright wrote: Five men,
two women. They wore flowing ties, and smocks suitable to the realm. I know that each one of them was then
making valuable contributions to the pioneering of the modern American architecture for which my father gets
the full glory, headaches, and recognition today! The articles were in response to an invitation from the
president of Curtis Publishing Company , Edward Bok , as part of a project to improve modern house design.
Although neither of the affordable house plans was ever constructed, Wright received increased requests for
similar designs in following years. Martin House in The Robie House, with its soaring, cantilevered roof
lines, supported by a foot-long m channel of steel, is the most dramatic. Its living and dining areas form
virtually one uninterrupted space. It is sometimes called the "cornerstone of modernism". Prairie-style houses
often have a combination of these features: One or two-stories with one-story projections, an open floor plan,
low-pitched roofs with broad, overhanging eaves, strong horizontal lines, ribbons of windows often casements
, a prominent central chimney, built-in stylized cabinetry, and a wide use of natural materialsâ€”especially
stone and wood. Wright first used his textile block system on the Millard House in Pasadena , California, in
The Ennis house is now used in films, television, and print media to represent the future. As a lifelong
Unitarian and member of Unity Temple, Wright offered his services to the congregation after their church
burned down, working on the building from to Wright later said that Unity Temple was the edifice in which
he ceased to be an architect of structure, and became an architect of space.
Chapter 5 : IMPERIAL HOTEL TOKYO
Imperial Hotel by Frank Lloyd Wright architect, at Tokyo, Japan, to , architecture in the Great Buildings Online.

Chapter 6 : Frank Lloyd Wright
Frank Lloyd Wright () is recognized world-wide as one of the greatest architects of the twentieth century. His work
heralded a new thinking in architecture, using innovation in design and engineering made possible by newly developed
technology and materials.

Chapter 7 : The Imperial Hotel | 6 destroyed Frank Lloyd Wright buildings | MNN - Mother Nature Network
Inspired by the Imperial Hotel developed by Mr. Wright in the late s at the request of the Japanese aristocracy to cater to
the increasing number of western visitors to Tokyo, Japan.

Chapter 8 : Frank Lloyd Wright: Building the Imperial Hotel - Frist Art Museum
Finally, in , the Wright masterpiece was demolished and replaced by a gleaming, ultra-modern four-star edifice. All that
remains of the "Wright" Imperial nowadays is the hotel's front facade, preserved today at Meiji Mura, the outdoor
architectural museum near Nagoya that hosts a large collection of Meiji era architectural art.

Chapter 9 : Celebrate Years of Frank Lloyd Wright at the Imperial Hotel Tokyo â€“ Robb Report
right had long been intrigued by Japanese culture (he was an avid collector of Japanese prints), so when the opportunity
came to build a project in Tokyo, the Imperial Hotel he lobbied for the.
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